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Whodunnits!  
Making West Midlands heritage more inclusive 

1. Summary of the project’s achievements 

In just one year, Open Theatre’s Whodunnits! project achieved the 
following outputs:  

29 young people with learning disabilities (YPwLD) took active roles in 
Whodunnits!  

↑ 14 on the original target of 15 YPwLD 

3 groups established: two based in special schools and a third at Birmingham Rep 
& Hippodrome theatres 

↑ 2 on the original target of 1 group 

7 young film-makers recruited, 2 of whom were YPwLD and 6 of whom were 
recruited from the BFI Academy 

↑ 3 on the original target of 4 film-makers 

1 young researcher recruited to discover and communicate historical information 
about the heritage sites  

4 heritage organisations collaborated with YPwLD to create films based on the 
histories of their sites 

4 Whodunnits! films created and shared on the project website: 
www.whodunnits.co.uk  

http://www.whodunnits.co.uk/
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About Whodunnits! 

Whodunnits! aimed positively to change the lives of young people with learning 
disabilities (YPwLD) by bringing them together with the gatekeepers of heritage 
sites to develop more creative and accessible means of experiencing local history. 

Taking inspiration from Cluedo (invented by Anthony Pratt from Birmingham), a 
group of YPwLD, emerging film-makers and young history students engaged with 
West Midlands heritage settings and learned about objects, people, stories and 
living conditions of various time periods. The group also looked into real-life 
mysteries (disappearances, scandals, hauntings) related to the settings. 

To increase mutual understanding and collaboration, the project team offered 
heritage staff training and supported experience of work with YPwLD in order to 
make heritage more inclusive in the future, supporting strategic change and the 
development of employees' individual skills. 

Whodunnits! was devised and delivered in partnership between Open Theatre and 
The Company LTD.  The four heritage sites were: 

• Aston Hall (one of 9 sites managed by Birmingham Museums Trust or BMT),  

• The Coffin Works (managed by Birmingham Conservation Trust) 

• The Black Country Living Museum (BCLM)  

• Lunt Roman Fort (one of 3 sites managed by Culture Coventry) 

The YPwLD participated in over 10 meaningful interactions with their local heritage 
sites and experts. In response to the heritage and at the sites, the group devised four 
short Cluedo-inspired films which are now available to view online.  

The Celebration Event was held at Highbury Hall, Birmingham (Cluedo's layout is 
rumoured to be based on the Hall’s floorplan) to launch the films and website and 
share the experiences of all involved. 

 

I have loved it all. My son has had the best time. I hope he works with 
you all again soon. 

Feedback from parent of participant with learning disabilities 

 

Legacy for young people in schools and colleges 

Open Theatre have many years’ experience of delivering creative workshops in 
schools and colleges. The new heritage content has enriched the content and 
resources that can be used as part of this activity, and the visits have given the 
young participants new experiences to draw upon in their own work. 

The Whodunnits! heritage workshops have been added to the company’s repertoire 
as repeatable activities in the future. 

 

Our young people now talk enthusiastically about visiting heritage sites 
and are keen for more. 

Mel Daly, Open Theatre Company 
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Figure 1 (clockwise from top left) Participants on site at Lunt Roman Fort,  
Black Country Living Museum, The Coffin Works and Aston Hall 
 

Legacy for young people in The Friday Group 

The Friday Group was established shortly before work on Whodunnits! began.  
Richard Hayhow feels that the project has revealed ‘how talented, skilled, amazing, 
that particular group of young men are... and we would not have been able to see 
that unless we’d done this project’. 

Open Theatre are now planning to apply the model to create 2 groups, one in 
Coventry and one in Warwickshire. 

The group continues to meet on zoom every week during lockdown and are now 
developing Whodunnits legacy workshops and a 'reveal' video (through Zoom) which 
will reveal the murderers online as part of an online celebration of the project 
scheduled for Autumn 2020. They are also part of Open Theatre’s next heritage and 
participation project for Coventry’s Year as City of Culture 2021. 

As a direct result of their involvement in Whodunnits,4 individual group members 
have taken active steps toward their own personal progression:  

• one is regularly making his own films following the project. 

• two are now completing their Silver Arts Award. 

• two have secured paid performance work as a result of the project. 
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What have you enjoyed about Whodunnits?  
The places we visited. 

What do you value about the Whodunnits?  
Shooting at real historic locations for the very 1st time. 

Feedback from young people with learning disabilities, taking part in the project 

 

Legacy for the young researcher and filmmakers 

Whodunnits delivered 8 high quality film and research trainee placements for young 
people, 3 of whom had learning disabilities. The four Whodunnits! films have been 
uploaded to the project website and are being used by the heritage partners to 
enhance the visitor experience at their sites. 

The young researcher and at least 3 of the young film-makers have gained paid 
contracts as a result of the project. 

Open Theatre have gained valuable experience and knowledge about the skills 
required for film production which will be of great benefit for future projects.  

 

Legacy for heritage and access 

Whodunnits! has ensured that museum staff from 4 organisations have for the first 
time worked closely with 29 YPwLD.  With the guidance of the YPwLD, every 
heritage participant has learned more about the barriers their current visitor 
experience presents to enjoyment and learning.   

All of the heritage staff agreed that the learning experience was transformative.  Each 
organisation has resolved to act upon that learning to reframe the visitor experience 
in the light of what they have learned. 

As a result of the positive experience of Whodunnits! Open Theatre are now in 
conversations with The Coffin Works, Birmingham Museums Trust, Culture Coventry 
and the Jewellery Quarter Cemeteries to develop future projects. 
 

Watching the young people perform, you can experience [the site] in a 
way that you never could by reading a guide book. 

Josie Wall, The Coffin Works 

Conclusion 

In one year, through the Whodunnits! project, Open Theatre have developed 
mutually beneficial relationships with four heritage organisations in the West 
Midlands. 

Their team of creative enablers young filmmakers and talented young people have 
literally enabled heritage staff to see historic venues from the point of view of a 
visitor with learning disabilities.  This collaboration has encouraged the heritage 
partners to take positive steps to change their visitor experience and to plan future 
creative development with Open Theatre. 
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Working with The Company LTD, Open Theatre have also worked to improve the 
employment prospects of all of the young people involved in the project, developing 
their latent skills and talent, enabling them all to grow as a team and to build their 
confidence and self-esteem. 

The most significant benefit is the development of the Friday Group - a model for 
Open Theatre to be able to provide opportunities for young people with learning 
disabilities to find their footing outside a school or college setting.  This model will 
now be developed in two more locations in the West Midlands.  

 

There is a huge amount of staff and participant pride in the outputs and 
impacts of this project.  

Families of the participants have told us how much their young people 
have invested in and grown as a result of the project.  

As a team we are much more connected, able to discuss projects like 
this with a kind of short-hand based on our lived experience and, above 
all, are really pleased with what has been achieved.  

Daniel Tyler-McTighe and Melissa Daly, end of project review notes 
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Figure 2 Still taken during the first workshop, 20 September 2019 

2. Introduction 

2.1 About Whodunnits! 

Whodunnits! aimed positively to change the lives of young people with learning 
disabilities (YPwLD) by bringing them together with the gatekeepers of heritage 
sites to develop more creative and accessible means of experiencing local history. 

Taking inspiration from Cluedo (invented by Anthony Pratt from Birmingham), a 
group of YPwLD, emerging film-makers and young history students engaged with 
West Midlands heritage settings and learned about objects, people, stories and 
living conditions of various time periods. The group also looked into real-life 
mysteries (disappearances, scandals, hauntings) related to the settings. 

To increase mutual understanding and collaboration, the project team offered 
heritage staff training and supported experience of work with YPwLD in order to 
make heritage more inclusive in the future, supporting strategic change and the 
development of employees' individual skills. 

In the consultation stages, YPwLD told Open Theatre that they don’t visit heritage 
sites because the usual methods of opening up local heritage are often inaccessible to 
them.  

Open Theatre want to ensure that the voices and creativity of YPwLD are heard and 
seen. They also wish to make meaningful connections so that YPwLD continue to 
become contributors as workers, volunteers and leaders of heritage curation and 
programming in the future. 

The imperative for change has gained greater urgency as Birmingham, Coventry and 
the wider West Midlands region has an unprecedented opportunity to reach global 
audiences through the activities connected to Coventry City of Culture 2021 and the 
Commonwealth Games 2022.  
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Whodunnits! was devised and delivered in partnership between Open Theatre and 
The Company LTD.  The four heritage sites were: 

• Aston Hall (one of 9 sites managed by Birmingham Museums Trust or BMT),  

• The Coffin Works (managed by Birmingham Conservation Trust) 

• The Black Country Living Museum (BCLM)  

• Lunt Roman Fort (one of 3 sites managed by Culture Coventry) 

The YPwLD participated in over 10 meaningful interactions with their local heritage 
sites and experts. In response to the heritage and at the sites, the group devised four 
short Cluedo-inspired films which are now available to view online.  

The Celebration Event was held at Highbury Hall, Birmingham (Cluedo's layout is 
rumoured to be based on the Hall’s floorplan) to launch the films and website and 
share the experiences of all involved. 

2.2 About Open Theatre 

Change-making is our central focus. 

We wholeheartedly believe in the ability of YPwLD to contribute to the creative 
and cultural life of the places where they live, and work as advocates for their 
valued involvement as artists and leaders. 

Open Theatre, Heritage Fund application, 2019 

Open Theatre work as Creative Enablers, collaborating with YPwLD, education, arts 
and culture partners to develop and embed trusting, mutually sustainable 
relationships between young people and staff/volunteers within organisations. 

Using nonverbal physical theatre, Open Theatre’s creative enablers collaborate with 
YPwLD, creating quality art which reflects and celebrates their unique creativity. 

Since becoming an Arts Council England (ACE) National Portfolio Organisation (NPO) 
in 2018, Open Theatre have developed programmes with a range of arts and cultural 
partners to explore co-production using innovative practice which actively builds 
YPwLD’s personal agency and leadership skills.  

 

 
Figure 3 Open Theatre project leads (from left): Melissa Daly, Daniel Tyler-McTighe and Marlien van Liempt 
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Open Theatre also have long term strategic links with more than 20 Birmingham and 
Coventry-based Special Schools and Specialist Colleges and believe it is both a cultural 
and moral imperative to widen and improve access to cultural and heritage sites for 
YPwLD.  

More information about Open Theatre’s work can be found on their website: 
www.opentheatre.co.uk.  

2.3 About The Company LTD 

The Company work with artists, schools and Local Authorities to develop and deliver 
programmes for young people to inspire creative talent.  The organisation is led by 
Janette Bushell. 

Their work includes: 

• Designing creative media projects with children and young people aged 3 to 25  

• Managing city-wide creative projects  

• Delivering Training and Support for Arts Award and Artsmark 

• Producing events for artists and schools 

• Documenting and Evaluation projects 

• Developing opportunities through delivering courses and workshops for young 
people  

Janette was responsible for recruiting and managing the Whodunnits! Young 
Filmmakers.  

More information about The Company’s work can be found on their website: 
www.thecompanyltd.co.uk 

 

 
Figure 4 (left) Janette Bushell, Director of The Company LTD and some of the young film-makers at The Coffin Works 

  

http://www.opentheatre.co.uk/
http://www.thecompanyltd.co.uk/
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Figure 5 The Friday Group and Whodunnits! project team at their first workshop, 20 September 2019 

2.4 About the young people 

Significant change  

The most significant change to project delivery was Open Theatre’s decision to 
increase the number of young participants from 15 to 29.  This positive 
development meant that Whodunnits! could include YPwLD across a greater range 
of culturally diverse backgrounds, ages, abilities and needs.   

It also meant that the team could work with 2 Special Schools – Dovedale in 
Birmingham and Riverbank Academy in Coventry – as well as members of the newly 
formed Friday Club (details below). 

The change had 2 impacts on the project’s budgetary allocations, which were agreed 
by the NLHF investment manager.  According to Daniel, ‘this brought with it its own 
challenges in terms of scheduling, re-adjusting the budget and activity plan… [as] the 
core team was expanded to include more practitioners and project management days 
were increased.’1 

The other impact on the budget was an increase in the amount of funds needed for 
pay for travel by the participants (particularly to attend Friday Group) and the team 
(to the extra school sessions). 

The benefits of this approach were that: 

• heritage site staff were able to collaborate with YPwLD aged from 12 to 25  

• participants had chance to work with YPwLD outside their usual peer group 

• Open Theatre and the participating schools had more opportunities to develop 
the creative enabling model in different settings  

 

1 Daniel Tyler-McTighe and Melissa Daly, end of project review, July 2020 
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The Friday Group 

The Friday Group was established at the beginning of the Whodunnits!  project and 
comprised 8, then 11, YPwLD, aged from 16 years, who have worked with Open 
Theatre on previous projects.  Most aspire to work in the creative industries and all 
were encouraged to join this group because their college or school settings don’t 
provide enough of a challenge to develop these talents. 

The group meets at the Birmingham Hippodrome or Rep every Friday morning.  The 
decision to meet during the day is quite deliberate: 

There’s something very different about stuff you meet to do in the day, 
because it becomes more about work and more about “what am I doing with 
my life. More about learning. Daytime is about who I am. This is what I do.” 

Richard Hayhow, Director, Open Theatre 

As older participants with some experience of Open Theatre’s devised performance 
methods, the Friday Group members provided valuable guidance and role models for 
the younger participants from the special schools. 

2.5 The project team 

For Open Theatre 

• Daniel Tyler-McTighe, Creative Producer/Lead  

• Melissa Daly and Marlien van Liempt, Co-Leads 

• Liz Leck, Bethan Ball, Hannah Bird, Jenara Miles and Alex Morey, Creative 
Enablers  

• Richard Hayhow, Company Director  

• Michelle Bould, Business Manager  

• Lauren Fallon, Company Manager  

• Lydia Richmond, Young Researcher 

For The Company LTD 

• Janette Bushell, Film Executive Producer 

• Young Film-makers: Demi Andu, Laura Avis, Charlie Blagg, Sean Bould, 
Michaela Romeo-Melody, John Stokes, Red Wade 

Heritage partners 

• Aston Hall, Birmingham Museums Trust: Kimberley Biddle, Property Manager, 
and Ruth Millett, Participation Officer 

• Black Country Living Museum (BCLM): Carolyn Sankey, Director of 
Development  

• The Coffin Works, Birmingham Conservation Trust: Sarah Hayes, Museum 
Manager, and Josie Wall, former Operations Assistant  

• Lunt Roman Fort, Culture Coventry: Kerrie Suteu, Creative Bridges Project 
Manager, and Richard Brooks, Lunt Roman Fort 
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Education / Youth partners 

• James Brindley School: Dovedale Centre and Park Way, Birmingham 

• Riverbank Academy, Coventry  

• The Friday Group established by Open Theatre and who meet at Birmingham 
REP/Hippodrome.  Members of which include:  

• 2 from Mayfield Special School, Birmingham  
• 1 from Hereward College, Coventry  
• 1 from Warwickshire College  
• 1 from Riverside Vocational College  
• 1 from Sandwell College  
• 2 YPLWD in casual work 

2.6 The evaluation process 

AP1  Undertake project evaluation 

Jenni Waugh Consulting Ltd was commissioned to evaluate the Whodunnits! project. 

Having established an evaluation framework and question bank for use by the whole 
team, Jenni asked the project team to provide progress updates about the impact on 
YPwLD throughout the programme of workshops, visits and filming sessions. 

Jenni attended three workshops and the Celebration Event, and used a range of 
group observations, interviews and online self-assessment questionnaires to gather 
information about the project impact on the YPwLD and young filmmakers.   

At the Celebration Event, Jenni invited audiences to complete a simple feedback card 
and interviewed audience members, performers, filmmakers, special schools and 
heritage partners about the project’s impact. 

She gathered information concerning the project impact on Open Theatre, The 
Company LTD, special schools and heritage organisations through face to face and 
phone interviews and email surveys.   

Data concerning significant changes to operational delivery and numerical outputs 
was collected by the project team. 
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Figure 6 Whodunnit? A murder victim at Black Country Living Museum 

3. Project delivery 

3.1 Whodunnits! Approved Purposes and Outcomes 

Open Theatre were awarded a grant of £39,500 by the National Lottery Heritage 
Fund (NLHF) to deliver Whodunnits!  

This evaluation report will examine how well the project team performed against 
each of the following Approved Purposes set as a condition of funding by the NLHF: 

NLHF Approved Purposes 

AP1 Undertake project evaluation. 

AP2 High visibility acknowledgement of the National Lottery Heritage Fund on 
site, online and in all activities as well as using your project to acknowledge 
and thank National Lottery Players. 

AP3 Take proactive measures to be inclusive, remove barriers to access and 
reach new and diverse audiences through the delivery of this project. 

AP4 Deliver training to the participating heritage organisations to support them 
in their work with YPWLD. 

AP5 Provide 15 YPwLD with support to enable them to assist with the delivery of 
project activities and develop their communication, research and team-
work skills. 

AP6 Undertake research into the collections of the participating heritage sites to 
inform 4 short films to be produced as part of project activities and inspired 
by 'Cluedo'. 
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AP7 Provide film-making and research placements for young adults who are 
emerging film-makers and history students from Aston University. 

AP8 Host a celebration event at Highbury Hall. 

AP9 Create a project website and produce photographic displays to be used by 
the participating heritage sites. 

AP10 Deliver project dissemination workshops to schools and colleges. 

It will also demonstrate how Whodunnits! has provided positive outcomes in line with 
the following elements of the NLHF Outcomes Framework: 

NLHF Outcomes for people 

• A wider range of people will be involved in heritage 

• People will have developed skills 

• People will have learnt about heritage, leading to change in ideas and 
actions 

NLHF Outcomes for communities 

• The local area will be a better place to live, work or visit 

• The funded organisation will be more resilient 

 
 

 
Figure 7 YPwLD attending a History workshop at Riverbank Academy 
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Figure 8 Graphic banner from Celebration Event invitation, displaying the Heritage Fund logo 

3.2 Acknowledging the National Lottery Heritage Fund 

AP2  High visibility acknowledgement of the National Lottery Heritage Fund on 
site, online and in all activities as well as using your project to acknowledge 
and thank National Lottery Players. 

This is the first time that Open Theatre have been awarded a grant by the Heritage 
Fund, having in the past benefitted predominantly from ACE funding. 

During sessions with the adult participants, the team overtly made the link between 
buying a lottery ticket and the funding received to bring the project to fruition.  As a 
result, members of staff have said they will now play the lottery more regularly 
knowing that money goes to help projects like Whodunnits! 

The NLHF have been acknowledged throughout by the following means: 

• NLHF #/hashtagged in all social media posts about the project. 
• the logo has been prominently displayed on the project website, in the films’ 

credits and in all associated printed and downloadable collateral 
• 5000 printed flyers with NLHF logo have been distributed by partner 

organisations 
• The NLHF's support has been mentioned in all official correspondence about 

the project. 
• Full acknowledgement of the NLHF funding in the project press releases and at 

the Whodunnits Celebration Event 

Whodunnits’ heritage partners – Birmingham Museums Trust, Birmingham 
Conservation Trust, BCLM and Culture Coventry (of which Lunt Roman Fort is a part) – 
have all benefitted from NLHF (and predecessor HLF) funding.  As a result, each 
understood the required NLHF promotional protocols and applied them throughout in 
their own communications about the project. 
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Figure 9 The Whodunnits! team pictured at the start of their guided tour of Aston Hall 

4. Ensuring that YPwLD will be involved in heritage 

AP3 Take proactive measures to be inclusive, remove barriers to access and reach 
new and diverse audiences through the delivery of this project. 

4.1 Open Theatre’s approach as enablers 

Open Theatre is wholly committed to taking proactive measures to remove barriers 
to access for the young people with whom they work: 

We wholeheartedly believe in the ability of YPWLD to contribute to the 
creative and cultural life of the places where they live, and work as 
advocates for their valued involvement as artists and leaders. 

…This isn’t about adjusting current structures to be more inclusive or 
accessible. It’s about learning what is different about each of us, and how 
together we can collaborate to build something new as equal partners. 

Extract from Open Theatre website2 

The team view their work as creative enablement, working with young people to 
identify and help to remove barriers so that they, the young people, can express and 
develop their own creative talent. 

 

2 Available at URL: https://www.opentheatre.co.uk/ 

https://www.opentheatre.co.uk/
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Since 2015, Open Theatre has been working with the Herbert Media team at Culture 
Coventry, leading workshops as part of Creative Bridges, a creative employment skills 
programme offered by the museums and archive service.  The experience for all 
concerned of working within a museum setting, taking inspiration from the art and 
objects within it, drew attention to how rare it is for YPwLD to have a say in how they 
might inhabit or interpret heritage sites.   

4.2 Proactively overcoming barriers to heritage 

First of all, Michelle Nugent, teacher at Riverbank School, identified two very practical 
barriers: 

[Access to] Adequate transport – a minibus AND a driver! 

Another barrier is safeguarding - although I’ll admit that sometimes I might 
put that in - but Richard and Open Theatre don’t see the pupils the way I do 
and so they don’t take no for an answer! 

Open Theatre dealt with the first barrier – transport – by enhancing the budget 
allocation for transport hire and covering more travel costs (both public transport and 
petrol allowance) for more support staff and participants themselves.  The second 
barrier – safeguarding – was managed by Daniel who negotiated with the schools, 
heritage organisations and The Company LTD to ensure that the correct checks and 
policies and procedures were in place for each activity.  

A third barrier is the way heritage sites and stories are often presented. Traditional 
site interpretation - tours, captions, panels, maps and guides – is intensely verbal.  It 
tends to focus heavily on facts rather than sensory input – talking about history rather 
than inhabiting it. 

Open Theatre carried out further consultation with YPwLD and their support workers 
which revealed further barriers to visiting heritage organisations, particularly with 
regard to how the sites are laid out, or how little site staff understand their needs. 

Indeed, a request at the start of the project for information about services for visitors 
with LD highlighted how often the access provision for visitors with disabilities is more 
concerned with needs relating to physical disability and associated risk management – 
suggesting the motivation was compliance and avoidance of hazards rather than 
deeper visitor understanding and enablement: 

In terms of what gets sent to SEN education groups, attached is our access 
map (although this is heavily based around physical disability) and the risk 
assessment document. 

A number of staff (across the Museum) took part in non-neurotypical 
awareness training … This was optional, not mandatory however 

Response from heritage partner 

Whodunnits! was developed as a means of placing the needs and talents of YPwLD 
front and centre; to draw heritage staff’s attention to the barriers to access; and to 
make a creative contribution to the visitor experience for all. 
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4.3 Benchmarking activity with YPwLD in the partner heritage venues 

Prior to working on Whodunnits! each of four heritage organisations stated that 
they had carried out some level of consultation with people with LD over the 
development of some form of site access or interpretation.  All offer services for 
visitors with LD including facilitated visits for special schools and some form of 
social stories and Relaxed Tours.   

The two largest organisations had done the least amount of collaborative work with 
and for people with LD. 

Birmingham Museums Trust (BMT) has consulted people with LD during the 
preparation of the Staffordshire Hoard sensory gallery (2014) at Birmingham Museum 
and Art Gallery and in the development of new tours and access activities at 
Thinktank: 

We run programmes that support wellbeing for those that need it most 
including adult and young carers, adults and children on the autistic spectrum, 
adults with dementia and refugees, to name just a few.  

Birmingham Museums Trust website, accessed 26 July 20203 

At Aston Hall, the staff had little experience of working with YPwLD, according to 
Andrew Fowles, BMT Learning and Access Manager: 

Supporting young people with learning disabilities at Aston Hall was minimal 
and only took place through very small pockets of activity including visiting 
SEND schools and light touch project activity that would have been led solely 
by the [central] Learning and Engagement team. 

With the intention of maximising the benefits of partner working across all 9 sites, 
Andrew said that 

10 members of BMT staff comprising of Learning and Engagement and 
Museum Enabler staff participated in Open Theatre training to explore how we 
might best accommodate young people with learning disabilities across our 
sites in the future and in turn, build greater confidence within our own 
workforce in designing new accessible and supportive opportunities creatively 
and meaningfully. 

BCLM was in a similar position to Aston Hall.  In responding to the evaluator in July 
2020, Carolyn acknowledged that, prior to working on Whodunnits!  

…Our Community Engagement team set up a Special Needs advisory panel in 
2016 to inform our new capital development and existing activity. Their 
contribution has been invaluable but there is always more we can do. 

Focus has been more on physical disability to date with some neuro-diverse 
awareness training which this [project] built on. 

At the Coffin Works, Adam Sutcliffe-Brown, a volunteer with LD, originated and 
collaborated on the development of their Relaxed Tours programme, for which he has  

 

3 Available at URL: https://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/get-involved/wellbeing-and-access 

https://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/get-involved/wellbeing-and-access
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Figure 10 Adam Sutcliffe-Brown and Josie Wall demonstrate metal presses to Dovedale pupils at the Coffin Works 

since won an award4. Adam trained other volunteers to give the tours, and regularly 
leads them himself.  Take-up of publicly available Relaxed Tours has been quiet, but 
the team regularly welcome booked visits from SEN schools and community groups. 

Adam reminds us every day of what it is like to work with LD.  We need 
to try harder and work with more autism-related charities, train all our 
staff, not just rely on Adam. 

Sarah Hayes, Museum Manager, The Coffin Works 

Culture Coventry runs Creative Bridges, a media and employability skills training 
programme for YPwLD to work in the creative industries.  Funded by the Esmée 
Fairbairn Foundation, the programme is managed by Kerrie Suteu.  Richard Hayhow, 
director of Open Theatre, is a member of the programme’s advisory board. 

As a service, Culture Coventry is committed to reducing access barriers for people 
with LD: at Coventry Transport Museum, all staff have learned basic Makaton sign 
language and Makaton signage is used throughout.  At the Herbert, Front of House 
staff with LD welcome visitors and YPwLD on the Creative Bridges programme have 
created short films to show what to expect on a visit to the Trust’s museums.  

Lunt Roman Fort was used in 2017 as a backdrop for a film created by Freefall, 
Birmingham Royal Ballet’s dance group for people with LD5.  However, the current 
site staff do not have the same experience of direct work with YPwLD as the teams at 
other Culture Coventry sites. 

Each heritage partner wanted to become involved in Whodunnits! to explore more 
fully how they could work collaboratively with visitors with LD of all ages. 

 

4 Adam was the winner of the West Midlands Museums Volunteer Awards – Young People Award 2016. 
Information available at URL: http://www.coffinworks.org/funders/awards/ 

5 Freefall at 15, available at URL https://www.brb.org.uk/post/freefall-at-15 

http://www.coffinworks.org/funders/awards/
https://www.brb.org.uk/post/freefall-at-15
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4.4 Training by doing 

I like a balance of talking and doing… 

Richard Hayhow, Director of Open Theatre 

AP4 Deliver training to the participating heritage organisations to support them 
in their work with YPWLD 

Open Theatre organised 6 different activities at each of the heritage sites, 24 events 
in total, all of which enabled YPwLD from the special schools and Friday Group to 
collaborate with staff and volunteers from the partner organisations.    

4 meetings  Between Whodunnits! team and heritage staff 

4 training sessions  Managed by Whodunnits! team and 2 x YPwLD  

36 heritage staff Received training from Open Theatre and YPwLD 

8 research visits  4 x by Young Researcher 

4 x by all YPwLD participants, all Young Filmmakers and 
Whodunnits! team 

4 location recces  All Young Filmmakers 

4 filming days All YPwLD participants, all Young Filmmakers, Whodunnits! team 
and heritage staff 

 

Training? It didn’t feel like training, it felt like fun… 

Josie Wall, The Coffin Works 

 

 
Figure 11 Close encounters of the heritage kind at Lunt Roman Fort 
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The training in each venue was facilitated by Richard Hayhow, Daniel Tyler-McTighe, 
Melissa Daly, Marlien van Liempt, Liz Leck, Bethan Ball and two YPwLD from Open 
Theatre. Kerrie Suteu, manager of Creative Bridges, supported the sessions at Aston 
Hall, BCLM and Lunt Roman Fort. 

Rather than running didactic ‘classroom’ sessions, Kerrie described the training as 
‘…more consultancy than formal, structured training…’ 

There is good practice at all venues, but suggestions of ways to communicate 
non-verbally went [down] well, e.g. with pictobrowser or pictograms/apps 
using images.6 

Josie Wall described the training day, which was attended by 3 members of the Coffin 
Works’ small team: 

It felt like a really collaborative process.  Our team sat with Open Theatre and 
discussed the best ways to make it work… 

Fifteen members of the BCLM team attended their training day, all in public facing 
roles: 2 from Retail and Admissions teams and most of the remainder from the 
Historic Characters team.  Carolyn also described the process as more consultative 
than didactic:  

During the training there was a classroom-based element but then, going out 
onto the Museum site, the trainers were able to point out and refer to ways in 
which our characters engage with visitors which could be adapted to address 
the needs of those with LD.  

Andrew Fowles noted how wide-ranging the opportunities were for BMT staff to learn 
from the Whodunnits! team: 

Practical considerations of communication, environments and on the day 
management [could] be explored and, importantly, communicated collectively. 

The training provided was an opportunity to have a greater understanding of 
the nuanced approaches to [the] engagement, time and resources that would 
be best suited to individuals not within the mainstream visitor and 
engagement models.   

4.5 Impact of the heritage staff training  

NLHF outcomes for people:  

• A wider range of people will be involved in heritage 

• People will have developed skills 

The collaborative action learning approach employed by the Whodunnits! team at 
the heritage sites encouraged all participants to engage in a free-flowing and 
solutions-focussed exchange of ideas, knowledge and experience. That two sites 
also had team members with LD gave the heritage teams more incentive to learn. 

 
6 End of project review with evaluator, 21 July 2020 
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In the final project review, Mel Daly, of Open Theatre, pinpointed this friendly, co-
creative approach as an example of ‘what’s gone particularly well?’  

… forming the relationships with heritage organisations who – across the 
board – lacked experience of working with YPWLD.  

All four organisations benefitted greatly from the training sessions and their 
staff enjoyed and learned from the visits from YPWLD.  

Carolyn at BLCM agreed the experience had been eye-opening and said, ‘We would 
like to disseminate this more widely amongst our visitor-facing teams.’ 

It’s been great to see heritage embraced in this way and we [at BCLM] have 
learnt a lot about our audience.  Hopefully, we can work together in future. 

For Andrew at BMT, the training on site at Aston Hall would have an impact not only 
on visitors with LD, but on planning a cross-organisational approach: 

The partnership with Open Theatre enabled a concentrated dialogue and 
conversation around young people with disabilities that could be shared across 
the wider engagement workforce, encompassing Thinktank, Birmingham 
Museum and Art Gallery and broader historic property portfolio.  

The full legacy of the Whodunnits! project activity for the heritage organisation is 
discussed in section 9. 
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Figure 12 Students from James Brindley Dovedale Centre during their visit to the Coffin Works 

5. Enabling YPwLD to learn about heritage and create stories 

AP5 Provide 15 YPwLD with support to enable them to assist in delivery of project 
activities and develop their communication, research and team-work skills. 

AP6 Undertake research into the participating heritage sites’ collections to inform 
4 short films to be produced as part of project activities, inspired by 'Cluedo'. 

5.1 The numbers  

The participants Target Final +/- 

Number of groups 1 3 ↑ 

Number of YPwLD actively involved in the project 

• 21 (up to 16yrs) attended schools involved 

• 8 (post 16yrs) were members of Friday Group  

15 29 ↑ 

Quantity Sessions provided 

10 Heritage and historical research sessions: 

• 2 with Prof Carl Chinn 

• 4 with Young Researcher 

• 4 visits and guided tours at heritage sites  

25 Regular sessions for all 3 groups from Sept to Dec 2019 which included: 

• Creatively responding to heritage research sessions 

• Film-making and acting for screen workshops 

• Devising dramatic stories and rehearsals  
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5.2 Learning facts about heritage 

NLHF outcomes for people: People will have learnt about heritage, leading to 
change in ideas and actions 

As discussed in section 3.1, Open Theatre work as creative enablers, developing 
YPwLD’s abilities to address and overcome barriers to access so that they can realise 
the creative vision and talents. 

As part of this process, the team worked with the schools, heritage organisations, 
Young Film-Makers and Young Researcher to provide a range of entry points to 
heritage learning. 

Professor Carl Chinn, an expert academic and broadcaster on the community history 
of Birmingham, gave two workshops at the start of the Whodunnits! programme.  
These were attended by all project participants and provided an overview of the 
histories the project would be interpreting. 

Carl’s friendly, responsive approach ‘was a great success’7. He presented lots of 
images and encouraged the young people to contribute with confidence:  

The session took almost two hours but everyone was fully engaged throughout 
the whole time. All students got up at various points to look closer at images, 
share their ideas and ask questions.  

Carl managed to really captivate all the young people through his 
personal approach. He treated the young people with a lot of respect 
and admiration and the students in turn showed their amazing 
knowledge and asked a great deal of interesting questions.  

 

 
Figure 13 Professor Carl Chinn delivered a local history workshop in each school  

 

7 Marlien Van Liempt, feedback report from Carl’s workshop at Dovedale. 
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By sharing personal stories, Carl invited the participants to also share stories 
about their own families and consider their local history. At the end of the 
session, ideas were starting to form for the project and coming up with murder 
stories focused on the lives of the workers in the heritage sites we are visiting.  

Marlien van Liempt, session report, 26 Sept 2019 

Melissa Daly, of Open Theatre said that ‘The Friday Group and Dovedale students are 
older and had knowledge and lots of questions for Carl. Riverbank pupils are younger, 
at a different level, but still had lots of curiosity.’ 

Carl’s stories were supplemented by research information provided by Lydia 
Richmond, the Young Researcher recruited as part of the project.  The gruesome or 
idiosyncratic nature of many of the stories uncovered struck a chord with the young 
participants who were able to retell them with great relish through the films they 
devised and at sessions afterward for the evaluator. 

5.4 Overcoming personal barriers and learning to perform  

NLHF outcomes for people: People will have developed skills 

Open Theatre staff led workshops in film-making, acting for screen and devising 
dramatic stories.  As part of this activity, all participants had to learn: 

• About the focus, discipline and team-work required in rehearsals 

• How to communicate ideas with the rest of the group 

• How to take direction 

All of the YPwLD were encouraged to begin storytelling and devising immediately 
after the history sessions and before the visits to the heritage venues.  Each school 
group collaborated on 2 films each; the Friday Group members worked on all 4 films. 

At this stage, further barriers arose for the young people to overcome in learning 
how to perform.  These included: 

• The changes to their routine – unfamiliar places, faces or activities  

• The need to wear unfamiliar costumes 

• The fear of pushing themselves beyond their comfort zones 

The strength of the group relationship and the investment each participant had in the 
joint success of the project helped.  Michelle Nugent noted that for her students: 
‘Fear of change of routine can be addressed if everyone is going together.’ 

As the participants devised their own stories and actions, they were able to be as 
brave (or not) as they wanted to be. Over time, as they became more confident, they 
pushed themselves further.  Richard Hayhow, Director of Open Theatre, observed 
how the presence at all of the rehearsals of at least one of the three older members 
of the Friday Group provided the younger participants with role models: 

One of the really good things is that Jake and Lukan [have]… been with us for 
years, but their role as peer group facilitators is really important and their 
impact on the groups is really important… implicitly by being in the room they 
were modelling being in the room… 
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The long preparation period also helped: the use of props in the classroom rehearsals 
and the chance to handle some costume during the first site visits gave participants 
chance to get used to them and feel comfortable.  

Daniel Tyler-McTighe said that in fittings and on filming days, Hannah, the wardrobe 
supervisor, ‘was very matter of fact and that made it easier for the more challenging 
YPwLD to accept it as part of the process’.  

Most importantly, the young people created their own characters.  And characters 
need a proper costume.  Daniel said: 

Costumes were potentially a huge challenge which on the day of filming turned 
out to be fine.  C’s Mum was amazed that Open Theatre got him into a 
costume, but in the event he was keen to realise his character to the fullest! 

5.3 The value of learning through sensory immersion 

I loved filming at the Black Country Living Museum because of the smell 
of old coal fires and fish & chips 

Lukan, member of the Friday Group 

Having been introduced to local history in the classroom, the visits to the heritage 
sites gave all of the participants a chance to learn through sensory immersion, and 
to bring their creative instincts to life.   

Many of our students need to experience places/ objects in the moment to 
then be able to use their finding to create a piece of drama, writing etc.  

Michelle Nugent, drama teacher, Riverbank Academy 

At each site, heritage staff provided guided tours and introduced the young people to 
objects from the collections, some of which had gruesome stories. At Lunt Roman 
Fort, Coffin Works and BCLM, participants met costumed interpreters and 
experienced ‘daily life’ – a Roman Army drill practice and skirmish, the sounds of the 
metal presses or the cold of a Victorian schoolroom. 

Fun was an essential element: 

[It was fun!] … as well as our frontline staff being engaged with the training, 
our Collections team enjoyed providing inspiration to the researchers with 
some of the more ‘morbid’ objects in the collection! 

Carolyn Sankey, Director of Development, BCLM 

In enabling the young people to move around and to see, taste, touch, smell, hear 
and the sites for themselves, heritage staff taught the whole Whodunnits! team about 
preservation – how to care for important historic objects or buildings. 

Michelle Nugent, drama teacher, Riverbank Academy, explained that:  

Visiting the Heritage sites provided an instant insight which then 
enabled our students to create characters and understand the different 
time periods with the added bonus of accessing costumes and props.   

Michelle Nugent, drama teacher, Riverbank Academy  
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Figure 14 Participants were encouraged to explore each venue using all of their senses, immersing themselves 

 in the history. (Clockwise from top left: The Coffin Works, BCLM, Aston Hall and Lunt Roman Fort). 

Janette Bushell, Executive Producer, also remarked on the young people’s 
transformational learning experiences once they got on site: 

I think I’d not really thought much of it before we did it.  Someone had given us 
some facts and then we visited the venues and it was the tours that got the 
young people excited.  All the buildings, even Lunt, the young people really 
responded.  And the curators were excited by the response of the young 
people, who were not limited by the facts and that freed them…8 

The combination of heritage setting and costume had a transformative effect on all 
of the performers.  Richard Hayhow described the effect: 

…But also, just, for want of a better phrase, them dressing up – the costume – 
[worked] in a way that I haven’t seen costume have that effect.  So it was 
different to getting into costume to do a show, in a theatre. It was getting 
costume to do something in a building that actually is the right place to wear 
that costume.  It was really remarkable. 

I went to the Coffin Works, and saw them dressed up, …I just thought they 
were MADE to wear these costumes and …  How is it that they look so at ease 
in those costumes? Like they wore them every day? 

There was something wonderful about that for their experience as well 
as ours, that recognition and that realisation that they looked so at 
home, and so at ease and just so joyful about being in [costume] which 
was wonderful… it wasn’t ‘I’m dressing up to act’.  

 

8 End of project review interview with evaluation consultant. 
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Figure 15 The Whodunnits! Young Filmmakers pictured at Aston Hall 

6. Making four Whodunnits! films 

AP7 Provide film-making and research placements for young adults who are 
emerging film-makers and history students from Aston University 

NLHF outcomes for people:  

• A wider range of people were involved in heritage 

• People developed skills 

6.1 Young filmmaker and researcher placements 

The participants Target Final +/- 

Young filmmakers  4 7 ↑ 

Young researcher (1 placement x twice the planned length) 2 1 = 

Open Theatre and The Company LTD recruited 7 young filmmakers and 1 young 
historical researcher for the Whodunnits! team.   

Of the 7 young film-makers, 6 were recruited through the BFI Academy, ‘a hands-on 
course for young people 16-19 passionate about film, sound, writing or production’9, 
run in Birmingham by The Company LTD.  The 7th young filmmaker was recruited via 
Open Theatre. Three were YPwLD. 

 

9 The Company LTD website, available at URL: https://thecompanyltd.co.uk/bfi-film-academy/ 

https://thecompanyltd.co.uk/bfi-film-academy/
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Two research placements were offered, but in the event only one was filled.  With 
NLHF agreement, the placement length was doubled. The researcher, Lydia 
Richmond, worked with the heritage partners to research the sites and then  

• Presented the information to the YPwLD  

• Prepared 5 pdf resource sheets - one about Cluedo and one for each site – all 
of which are now available on the Whodunnits! website 

In the end of project survey, the young filmmakers were asked ‘What was your main 
motivation for wanting to take part?’ All five respondents wanted to gain experience: 
three replied in detail: 

To develop skills in my chosen career field and to collaborate on a community-
based project 

I wanted to work with an actual film crew and learn more about certain areas 
of filmmaking that I wanted to develop my skills in 

The genre of the films (Whodunnits) was something that interested me, and I 
am always looking for new filmmaking experiences to be involved in whilst at 
university. Also the project was local to me and easy to access by train. 

The filmmakers were recruited and managed by Janette Bushell, of The Company LTD, 
the project’s executive producer:   

The young people I used had come through my BFI training programme.  They 
were recruited because they were good at what they were doing. Each applied 
to be part of the film crew with the exception of the editor who was recruited 
specifically. 

Three of my team had SEN and that’s another reason why I selected them.  I 
made the recruitment as diverse as I could.  One with high anxiety, one on the 
Autistic Spectrum, one via Open Theatre 

Janette described how they were mentored through the process of working with 
YPwLD by the Open Theatre staff: 

We had a separate briefing and I spoke to them individually. They spoke to Dan 
and most of them went to at least one rehearsal so they could watch the 
young actors and learn how they responded to things. That was well built in 
and we made sure that everyone had good briefing  

Janette believes that Whodunnits! provided a quality work experience ‘in every 
sense’. Collectively, the young film-makers were responsible for all technical aspects 
of production.  They had complete autonomy and were paid for their placements. 

The fact that they were given responsibility, but also the support from me and 
from Dan and the editor Dan Alexander 

They also got that breadth of experience of different venues, different 
timescales, working with a script, without… They had to do all the risk 
assessments, the production plan and the shot list – that’s how it works in the 
real world and they had to do all of that.  There were limitations on the 
heritage sites, and we had to be very mindful of that. That doesn’t usually 
happen on every shoot either. 
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Figure 16 A still from the Aston Hall film, in which the ghost of Sir Thomas Holte chases modern-day visitors from his home. 

6.3 The Whodunnits! films 

AP6 Undertake research into the participating heritage sites’ collections to inform 
4 short films to be produced as part of project activities, inspired by 'Cluedo'. 

Four films were created, one at each location, each directed in a distinctly different 
style.  Each 10-minute film is silent, with a humorous musical soundtrack and inter-
titles, and features 3 suspects.  The murder victim is always an authority figure who 
abuses their power.   

The storylines were devised by the young people and the characters in each are a 
mixture of  

• historically inspired characters associated with the sites (Sir Thomas Holte at 
Aston, Mr Newman at the Coffin Works)  

• Cluedo characters (Colonel Mustard appears in each film) 

• invented comic characters (Bobbington appears in each film) 

At the end of each film, the audience is invited to guess Whodunnit? 

Each venue was given a copy of their film for their own use and the whole set of four 
are available on the project website: https://www.whodunnits.co.uk/ 

Very funny, well made and thought through. Wonderful use of the 
heritage sites. Great music. 

Playful and really good fun despite the grisly stories. Great production 
and performances – all in distinct Open Theatre style 

Audience feedback at the Celebration Event 

https://www.whodunnits.co.uk/
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Figure 17 Daniel Tyler-McTighe and two young filmmakers on location at BCLM 

6.4 A smoothly-run production  

It was a completely delightful experience in the sense of everyone who 
was working on it knew what they were doing, were completely 
dedicated and skilled in what they did and really committed to making 
it work. Whatever happened, there was that flexibility - ‘let’s work it.’ 

Janette Bushell, Executive Producer 

 

The Open Theatre team, and Daniel in particular, were praised by each partner 
organisation for the high standard and efficiency of the project activity in general 
and the film production in particular.  Janette also commented that the high 
production values and quality were enhanced by the size of the grant from NLHF: 

It was well funded in the [time] that other projects are cutting corners, so it did 
seem to me that’s what makes a difference to the quality of what we would be 
able to deliver. 

As discussed in section 4.4, Open Theatre’s enabling and collaborative approach gave 
project partners confidence, which meant that they could relax and enjoy the 
experience: 

We’re definitely going to work with them again because of how easy they 
made it… Daniel was really good to work with and has a good demeanour. It 
made it very easy to do the job. 

Sarah Hayes, Manager, The Coffin Works 
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They were long days of filming but Dan’s schedules were very good and 
the whole thing was so well organised because they only had a day 

Ruth Millett, Aston Hall 

Challenges to overcome 

For Open Theatre and The Company LTD, the film production element of the project 
was a challenge.   

Although OTC has often filmed performances, this project incorporated a huge 
amount of skills development for our participants and team in devising from 
theatre exercises and turning them into screenplays; working with cameras 
and film-makers; thinking about costume and period settings; approaching 
things out of narrative order in order to fit the filming schedule etc. 

…When it came to the filming days which may have been as alien to OTC team 
members as the YPWLD there were some challenges around working on 
instinct, being flexible and quickly trouble-shooting. 

…Skills development came as ‘on-the-job’ training through the course of the 
project. The team learned through doing and observing rather than needed to 
undertake training before the project started. 

Daniel Tyler-McTighe and Melissa Daly, end of project review notes 

Janette supervised the allocation of roles between the young filmmakers: 

Each venue would have an exec producer who would do all the visits and all 
the shot lists and we would have camera person and assistant director for each 
site. These roles swapped around.  Some of it was to do with their experience 
and some of it was to do with their availability. 

At first, there was no designated film director.  It is possible that the Open Theatre 
team had hoped the young filmmakers would fulfil this role for each film.  At the end 
of project review, Daniel and Melissa reflected that they had under-estimated how 
great was the task Open Theatre had given the young filmmakers.  As a result:  

As we began the work we had to readjust our [own] workload and roles/ 
responsibilities in order to ensure the filming days went smoothly and, 
ultimately, that the films were completed to the highest possible standard. 

Janette described how many roles Daniel fulfilled: 

He took on several roles which put the pressure on,.  He took on management, 
I managed … the film team and he managed the rest of the project – the 
schools, Open Theatre, the venues and all the rest of it – and then he also took 
on the role of artistic director and film director...   

I think it was just sort of hoped that [film director] would happen by osmosis 
through the young people but as it was devised [drama] – the young people 
couldn’t really give me a script and shot list and all that. 

If something happened by improv almost, you had to look for a decision the 
role of film director [in this case, Daniel] 
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The films themselves became increasingly sophisticated as the rehearsals progressed 
– too complex for the young filmmakers to edit alone because:  

[We had] hours of filming – they weren’t one take or even three takes… 
because of the nature of who you are working with and them responding to 
being in the live place.10 

To resolve this difficulty, additional budget was allocated and Janette brought in a 
professional editor, Daniel Alexander, to support Sean Bould, the young filmmaker 
recruited to edit the films.  With the benefit of hindsight, Janette said:  

We had some budget for [a professional editor], but it became a slightly bigger 
role than we foresaw.  And that’s because the films were more complex and a 
higher quality that we had planned for.  We had to respond to that and find 
solutions for it. 

Looking back, perhaps we should have thought, shall we have a professional 
editor to do it with 2 young assistants? Instead we had a young filmmaker 
editing it who was supported and guided by the professional. 

6.5 The spirit on set 

OTC were very skilled and I was just in awe at how they encouraged 
everybody – the actors, the crew.  Even at Lunt in the rain – I could tell 
they had this little ring of support around them…  They’ve got some 
skilled actors in that group. 

Janette Bushell, Executive Producer  

The first and wettest day of filming took place at Lunt Roman Fort in November 
2019.  All of the participants involved remembered it as an uncomfortable day, but 
also as a happy and exciting experience.  The photographs of the filming days show 
how happy the young actors were.  By this stage, each group had been working 
together for over 2 months and had formed a strong working bond: 

The filming day for Lunt was very wet and the costumes were really 
uncomfortable.  They all pulled together and really looked after their 
costumes, kept the helmets dry and clean.  They looked out for each other. 

Melissa Daly, end of project review notes 

The film-making was a first experience for several.  The group spirit helped as 
well as practical elements like appoint someone as assistant to hold people’s 
glasses.  Everybody helped each other to make it work.  

Daniel Tyler-McTighe, end of project review notes 

One of the lads was obviously a detail person and he kept an eye on the 
continuity throughout, although we had to override some or we would never 
have left the building… 

Janette Bushell 

 

10 Janette Bushell, end of project interview, July 2020 
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Figure 18 (From left) Melissa Daly, Janette Bushell, Sean Bould and Daniel Tyler McTighe at Lunt Roman Fort, the first and 
wettest day of filming. 

 

It was just a really joyous day – I had an incredible time, I just laughed 
so much. I would work with them again just for that! 

Josie Wall, Coffin Works 

At the Celebration Event, some of the young people gave speeches and provided 
written feedback about how much they enjoyed the experience.  Comments included: 

I really enjoy getting to be in on my first film premiere and there are more to 
come in the future 

Each film was spectacular in their own way, personally I enjoyed the Roman 
Britain [film]. 

It was funny. I enjoyed working on it 

The creativity on storylines, suspects, weapons and physicality! 

[I enjoyed] All the encouragement and support that I needed along the way 

 

The best bit was on the filming days – seeing the script, the site, and the 
YP absolutely loving it, and we were worrying about the shot list. They 
were loving it, performing in their element. For them it was just a 
wonderful experience. 

Janette Bushell 
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Figure 19 The audience for the premiere of Whodunnits! during the Celebration Event at Highbury Hall, 24 January 2020 

What do you value about the Whodunnits project?  Getting young 
people involved in heritage and showing that old places aren’t boring.  

Audience feedback comment 

7. The Celebration Event at Highbury Hall 

AP9 Host a celebration event at Highbury Hall. 

 

The Whodunnits Celebration Event was held at Highbury Hall, the floorplan of which 
is believed to be the inspiration for the boardgame, Cluedo!  It was attended by 102 
people: the entire project team and participant YPwLD, their families, Open Theatre 
supporters and representatives of NLHF, arts, schools and heritage partners.  

To Janette Bushell, the use of such a prestigious venue for the event was further 
evidence of the quality of the project and Open Theatre’s investment in providing the 
very best for all the participants: 

’How fab is that? The fact that they got actors to make films in four of those 
exquisite venues as well. I’ve been trying to film in them for 18 years now and 
never managed it.  I mean the cost of hiring them…! 

Carolyn Sankey brought one of BCLM’s trustees to the event: [we] very much enjoyed 
attending the launch of the films – they were a fantastic achievement and hugely 
entertaining! 

Fantastic to see BCLM site inspiring this film and used in this way.  Look 
out Peaky Blinders! 
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[I learned the] Importance of making participation fun - atmosphere 
was fabulous at the Celebration Event, lots of confidence from the 
participants and genuine excitement.   

Kerrie Suteu, Culture Coventry 

Audience members enjoyed tours of the Hall, photographic displays and the chance 
to play Cluedo or pose with costumes and props from the heritage films. After the 
screenings, they were invited to vote for Whodunnit using specially printed voting 
slips, based on the cards in the Cluedo game set.  The results of their vote will be 
revealed as part of an online celebration of the project scheduled for Autumn 2020. 

7.1 Family feedback 

Audience members were invited to comment on what they most enjoyed or valued 
about the project.  Participants’ parents valued the project for the following reasons:  

Seeing my son get involved in something very different for him. 

It is amazing to see YPwLD completely be themselves and have the opportunity 
to showcase their talents. 

It has made my son more confident. I thank you all so much. He’s loved it.  

Decent photos of my son! Giving him the chance to go lots of different places. 

What the project brings to the young people in terms of self-esteem, 
confidence and allowing them to find their way and showcase their talents. 

My son can’t travel independently and needs … direct support but the Friday 
Group has made a great difference.  He has become much more confident.  

My son was the editor – this is his first paid opportunity … He’s really grown, 
really enjoyed it and all the support. 
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7.2 Audience feedback 

Response to the heritage sites featured 

Audience members valued how the films and stories gave them a new perspective on 
the history and heritage sites.  Comments included: 

The fact that you can have fun at heritage sites – such a creative backdrop 

The innovative and creative way the heritage has been engaged with and the 
way in which it has involved the young people. 

Each film shows off the venues beautifully with good attention to detail and 
atmosphere 

The way they animate dead and remote spaces and give a look into what 
might have happened.  

Infectious enthusiasm 

Audiences also admired the performers’ talent and obvious enjoyment.  Comments 
included:   

What have you enjoyed about the Whodunnits project? 

The great talent and people.  Pleasure to have worked with everyone. 

The energy, the humour and the talent of the young people.  What a great 
team! Actors and filmmakers! 

It is amazing to see YPwLD completely be themselves and have the opportunity 
to showcase their talents. 

The energy, the humour and the talent of the young people.  What a great 
team! Actors and filmmakers! 

Amazing combination of heritage, digital and fun! Really amazing production 
quality, acting and a genius idea.  Well done all.  Top notch xx 

What do you value about the Whodunnits project? 

The humour and fun. 

Wonderful project, Enjoyed and admired great films and screening 

What the project brings to the young people in terms of self-esteem, 
confidence and allowing them to find their way and showcase their talents. 

Involving young people in acting, filmmaking and producing using local 
historical sites. Giving them the opportunity to explore their talents to create 
wonderful films. 

I love this evening. It is a great way to showcase the hard work and talent of 
the performers 

So original as an idea and executed brilliantly.  Really showed the skill of the 
performers – absolutely brilliant acting! 

A full transcript of audience responses is included as appendix 2. 
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Figure 20 Friday Group members and the Whodunnits! team at Lunt Roman Fort 

8. Sharing creative interpretation inspired by local heritage 

AP8 Create a project website and produce photographic displays to be used by 
the participating heritage sites. 

 

Creative outputs Target Final +/- 

Whodunnits project website: 
https://www.whodunnits.co.uk/ 

1 1 = 

No of website views  985  

Whodunnits films created 4 4 = 

Professional photographs of all research and film days  yes = 

History research pdfs about the heritage sites and Cluedo 4 5 ↑ 

Each heritage partner received a copy of the film and photographs related to their 
property for use in their audience communications onsite, online or in the 
community. The photographs, films and history pdfs are all available on the 
Whodunnits website. 

 

 

https://www.whodunnits.co.uk/
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In July, the heritage partners were asked how they used or planned to use the 
Whodunnits films.  Both the Coffin Works and Aston Hall have begun to use the 
material and are inspired to do more: 

We’ve already shared it numerous times on social media and we will integrate 
it into our website. For us, the video is a brilliant example of how we use the 
museum as an inclusive space to break down barriers to encourage creativity 
and communication. 

Sarah Hayes, Museum Manager, The Coffin Works 

Firstly [we] will explore how we can continue to recreate the ideas and 
concepts of the Whodunnits! film model but also how we can  to embed it into 
the interpretation of the visitor experience at Aston to ensure the 
representation of our communities and their diverse needs are reflected to 
others.  

In relation to the fabulous content of the project we will continue to use 
and  promote the Whodunnits through digital screens and social media from 
and  across the trust to amplify the partnership and its powerful contribution 
creative heritage work from  independent and supported young people with 
disabilities. 

Andrew Fowles, Learning and Access Manager, BMT 

At BCLM and Culture Coventry, the extensive furloughing of the learning and 
development teams in March 2020, caused by the Covid-19 lockdown, mean that they 
have not yet been able to make firm plans for use of the material. 
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Figure 21 A game of Cluedo during the Celebration Event 

9. Project legacy 

9.1 Legacy for young people in schools and colleges 

AP10 Deliver project dissemination workshops to schools and colleges. 

NLHF Outcomes:  

• A wider range of people will be involved in heritage 

• People will have developed skills 

• People will have learnt about heritage, leading to change in ideas and 
actions  

• The funded organisation will be more resilient 

Open Theatre have many years’ experience of delivering creative workshops in 
schools and colleges. The new heritage content has enriched the content and 
resources that can be used as part of this activity, and the visits have given the 
young participants new experiences to draw upon in their own work. 

The Whodunnits! heritage workshops have been added to the company’s repertoire 
as repeatable activities in the future.  Even without leaving the school site, Open 
Theatre and the teachers have a developed a working model to introduce heritage 
elements to creative workshops. 

Simon Harris, Interim Head of Mayfield School, which is attended by 3 members of 
the Friday Group, is looking forward to working more closely with Open Theatre, 

The relationship is very beneficial – our teaching team see where particular 
Open Theatre techniques really give our students new ways of communication.  
We can make the links and try the techniques in other settings… As a result, we 
are seeing kids communicate in a different way and we’re able to adjust our 
approach.’ 
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In just one class, Michelle could demonstrate that Whodunnits! had had a strong 
impact on her pupils’ concentration levels, behaviour, commitment and enjoyment:   

… the project enabled these students to gain an insight into different times and 
events in history.  

Our students are more likely to remember the historic information shared as 
they were given the opportunity to participate in a variety of creative activities 
from sword fighting, dressing up, looking around amazing heritage sites and 
having outside practitioners talk about historic events.   

One student who finds school challenging accessed all Open Theatre 
workshops during the Cluedo project and even opted to attend drama over a 
trip out with his class!  

S always had difficulty sitting still and concentrating, but the drama-based 
activity with Open Theatre had helped him to focus for longer and longer 
periods of time. It’s done him so much good! 

T told me he was "Having so much fun didn't really feel like learning”.  He is 
very keen to become a performer.  As one of the older students, he fits in well 
with the Friday Group and wants to continue. 

E is genuinely very sad to stop.  She had no schooling until year 9 – she still 
finds attendance har now, but she has not missed a session of these 
workshops.  Today she missed classes because she was too upset to think 
Whodunnits will stop. She now goes to Coventry Youth Activists at the 
Imagineer Workshops and loves it. 

Curtailed workshop delivery 

PLAN: The second phase of the project (February-July 2020) was intended to be 
delivery of a series of Whodunnits! workshops for 420 YPwLD in 20 schools across the 
West Midlands. 

Owing to the onset of the Covid-19 lockdown restrictions in mid-March, delivery has 
been postponed.  As soon as OTC staff are back in schools these will be part of the 
regular repertoire of workshops delivered across West Mids schools. 

DELIVERY SO FAR:  

No of workshops delivered prior to Covid-19 lockdown Target Current 

debrief sessions/workshops/rehearsals  14  

legacy workshops in schools to-date   24 

No of YPwLD participants (Feb-Mar 2020)   420 100 

No of schools receiving workshops 20 5 
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9.2 Legacy for young people in The Friday Group 

NLHF Outcomes:  

• A wider range of people will be involved in heritage 

• People will have developed skills 

• People will have learnt about heritage, leading to change in ideas and 
actions  

The Friday Group was established shortly before work on Whodunnits! began.  
Richard Hayhow feels that the project has revealed ‘how talented, skilled, amazing, 
that particular group of young men are... and we would not have been able to see 
that unless we’d done this project’. 

Open Theatre are now planning to apply the model to create 2 groups, one in 
Coventry and one in Warwickshire. 

The project work and the qualities of the members has helped to define not only 
what the Friday Group can be, but also what it can do for Open Theatre: 

a lot of the work we do is in schools … and that’s a foundation but we have 
been puzzling over ‘what is our out of school provision?’ …so Whodunnits with 
the Friday Group has given us a more formal view of what it should be.   

Its’s about talent development… but it’s not about making people actors, it’s 
about totally opening up their lives to all sorts of experiences that enable them 
to maybe make a film but equally give them a voice and give them a sense of 
who they are and what they want to do and who they want to be… 

Richard Hayhow 

The members themselves valued the project for the friendships it has brought them, 
the support, encouragement and self-development: 

• Yes, I do [value it] because I was blessed to be on all of the four films in first 
premiere appearance experience 

• Friendship, teamwork and living the experience 

• Heritage.  Yong people. Photos. Making film. Director. 

• …it was the banter between all of us that came with this great journey. 

Friday Group feedback at the Celebration Event 

The group continues to meet on zoom every week during lockdown and are now 
developing Whodunnits legacy workshops and a 'reveal' video (through Zoom) 
which will reveal the murderers online as part of an online celebration of the 
project scheduled for Autumn 2020. They are also part of Open Theatre’s next 
heritage and participation project for Coventry’s Year as City of Culture 2021. 

As a direct result of their involvement in Whodunnits, 5 individual group members 
have taken active steps toward their own personal progression:  

• one is regularly making his own films following the project. 

• two are now completing their Silver Arts Award  

• two YPWLD participants have secured paid performance work as a result of 
the project. 
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9.3 Legacy for the young researcher and filmmakers 

NLHF Outcomes: People will have developed skills 

Whodunnits delivered 8 high quality film and research trainee placements for young 
people, 3 of whom had learning disabilities. The four Whodunnits! films have been 
uploaded to the project website and are being used by the heritage partners to 
enhance the visitor experience at their sites. 

Open Theatre have gained valuable experience and knowledge about the skills 
required for film production which will be of great benefit for future projects.  

One of the young filmmakers said that: The experience has exceeded my expectations 
as it has been more exciting than I thought it would be. I did not know the scale of the 
project when I applied so to be involved with historic landmarks and professional 
equipment was very interesting.  

Open Theatre has re-employed the young researcher in a professional capacity to 
research Coventry and its waterways for their upcoming heritage project for 
Coventry’s Year as City of Culture 2021.  

At least 3 of the young film-makers have gained paid contracts as a result of the 
project: in site work, digital media and for The Company LTD. 

9.4 Legacy for heritage and access 

AP3 Take proactive measures to be inclusive, remove barriers to access and 
reach new and diverse audiences through the delivery of this project. 

NLHF outcomes:  

• A wider range of people were involved in heritage 

• People developed skills 

• The local area will be a better place to live, work or visit 

Whodunnits! has ensured that museum staff from 4 organisations have for the first 
time worked closely with 29 YPwLD.  With the guidance of the YPwLD, every 
heritage participant has learned more about the barriers their current visitor 
experience presents to enjoyment and learning.   

All heritage staff who responded to the final evaluation survey agreed that the 
learning experience was transformative.  Each organisation has resolved to act upon 
that learning to reframe the visitor experience in the light of what they have 
learned. 

Being in the heritage space with the young people telling stories in 
costume – it is a kind of magic… to see them inhabit the space and 
embody the past! 

Josie Wall, The Coffin Works 
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Open Theatre is working with Josie Wall, now the Activity Manager at the Jewellery 
Quarter Cemeteries, to coach members of the Friday Group to create a proposal as 
part of the development of a new programme of costumed site tours. 

At the Coffin Works, Sarah Hayes is completely rethinking the visitor experience in 
the light of both the learning from Whodunnits and the social distancing requirements 
of Covid 19.  No longer able to rely on volunteers providing an hour-ling tour which is 
fact-heavy and low on interactive opportunities, she is keen to trial the Whodunnits! 
model of allowing more room for playful immersive activity. 

 

When we talk about access and inclusion, that normally implies a norm 
that we are seeking access to or to include people in.  And a lot of 
change is about reframing that norm… 

The change that the Coffin Works have talked about [revising their 
whole tour journey] is about them changing their practice as a result of 
something, not them INCLUDING people in what they [already] do. 

Richard Hayhow, Open Theatre 

 

For Kerrie Suteu, the partnership between Culture Coventry and Open Theatre will 
continue: ‘Richard … is on Creative Bridges steering group, and we both attend 
[Coventry] City of Culture's Access and Attitudes forum. [I’ve] been talking to Dan and 
Richard about doing more films - would love to work on a similar project for our sites.’   

The Creative Bridges team at Culture Coventry have produced a free online training 
course for museum staff to increase understanding of and access for people with 
LD.  Its content and delivery has been directly informed by Open Theatre’s 
collaborative teaching style.  

Andrew Fowles has overall responsibility for Learning and Engagement at all 9 BMT 
sites.  He describes how Whodunnits!  has inspired him: 

… We would like to explore how and continue to create long term 
opportunities for young people with disabilities which is more embedded and 
which plays a more important role in shaping interpretation and access needs 
across BMT.  

BMT are now collaborating with Open Theatre on a funding application for another 
project engaging YPWLD with regional heritage.  Andrew has also indicated that the 
Friday Group will be ideal participants in a wider consultation BMT will plan to 
undertake about Aston and the public’s engagement with heritage in the area. 

At BCLM, Carolyn has yet to shape an action plan, however she said: 

There is a definite desire to become more inclusive, and to broaden the 
training given as part of this project… In other areas of disability we have 
found that staff ambassadors have been valuable in taking things forward e.g. 
our BSL tours … and so I think there would be an opportunity to work in this 
way too [for learning disability]. 
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Figure 22 Whodunnits! participants made the heritage spaces their own! 

10. Conclusion 

In one year, through the Whodunnits! project, Open Theatre have developed 
mutually beneficial relationships with four heritage organisations in the West 
Midlands. 

Their team of creative enablers young filmmakers and talented young people have 
literally enabled heritage staff to see historic venues from the point of view of a 
visitor with learning disabilities.  This collaboration has encouraged the heritage 
partners to take positive steps to change their visitor experience and to plan future 
creative development with Open Theatre. 

Working with The Company LTD, Open Theatre have also worked to improve the 
employment prospects of all of the young people involved in the project, developing 
their latent skills and talent, enabling them all to grow as a team and to build their 
confidence and self-esteem. 

The most significant benefit is the development of the Friday Group - a model for 
Open Theatre to be able to provide opportunities for young people with learning 
disabilities to find their footing outside a school or college setting.  This model will 
now be developed in two more locations in the West Midlands.  

There is a huge amount of staff and participant pride in the outputs and 
impacts of this project.  

Families of the participants have told us how much their young people 
have invested in and grown as a result of the project.  

As a team we are much more connected, able to discuss projects like 
this with a kind of short-hand based on our lived experience and, above 
all, are really pleased with what has been achieved.  

Daniel Tyler-McTighe and Melissa Daly, end of project review notes  
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Appendix 1: Activity schedule 

Wed 31 Jul 2, 2:30pm First Planning Meeting  

Wed 7 Aug 2019, 12pm Planning Meeting at Coffin Works  

Wed 7 Aug 2019, 1:30pm Young researchers recruitment event  

Thu 8 Aug 2019, 11am Evaluation Meeting  

Thu 8 Aug 2019, 12pm Film-making meeting  

Mon 2 Sept 2019, 2pm Planning Meeting + Field visit to heritage partner pre-
training at Black Country Living Museum  

Thu 5 Sept 2019, 10am Planning Meeting + Field visit to heritage partner pre-
training At Aston Hall, Birmingham 

Thu 5 Sept 2019, 4-6pm Film-makers introduction  

Tue 10 Sept 2019, 10-11am Evaluation Meeting with Jenni  

Fri 13 Sept 2019, 0.5 day Introductory Workshop + Cluedo  

Fri 13 Sept 2019, 0.5 day  Introductory Workshop + Cluedo  

Tue 17 Sept 2019, 10am-1pm CPD/Training 1 for heritage partners' staff at Black Country 
Living Museum  

Tue 17 Sept 2019, 2pm Planning Meeting + Field visit to heritage partner pre-
training at Coffin Works  

Wed 18 Sept 2019 Young Research Visit: Aston Hall (1 day)  

Wed 18 Sept 2019, 0.5 day Introductory Workshop + Cluedo  

Fri 20 Sept 2019, 2:30pm Planning Meeting 2 (at site 1)  

Fri 20 Sept 2019, 0.5 day Workshop / Heritage Talk 1 of 3 - Cluedo and Histories of 
Ordinary People  

Fri 20 Sept 2019, 0.5 day Workshop / Heritage Talk 2 of 3 - Cluedo and Histories of 
Ordinary People  

Tue 24 Sept 2019, 10am CPD/Training 2 for heritage partners' staff - Aston Hall, 
Birmingham 

Tue 24 Sept 2019, 2:30pm CPD/Training 3 for heritage partners' staff - Lunt Roman 
Fort, Coventry  

Wed 25 Sept 2019, 0.5 day Workshop / Heritage Talk 3 of 3 - Cluedo and Histories of 
Ordinary People  

Fri 27 Sept 2019, 10am CPD/Training 4 for heritage partners' staff - at Coffin Works  

Fri 27 Sept 2019, 10am-2pm Research Visit: Aston Hall  

Tue 1 Oct 2019, 10:30am Workshop / Heritage Talk with Prof Carl Chinn (for 
Riverbank and Friday Group) 

Wed 2 Oct 2019, 1 day Young Research Visit: Black Country Living Museum  

Wed 2 Oct 2019, 1 day Research Visit 4: Coffin Works  

Fri 4 Oct 2019 Location Visit - Recce - Lunt Roman Fort, Coventry  
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Fri 4 Oct 2019, 10am -2pm Workshop - Sharing - reflections on site visits  

Mon 7 Oct 2019, 1 day Young Research Visit: Coffin Works  

Wed 9 Oct 2019, 1 day Research Visit 2: Black Country Living Museum 

Fri 11 Oct 2019, 1 day Heritage Talk/Workshop 2 - developing ideas and stories 
from research visits 

Fri 11 Oct 2019, 0.5 day Workshop - Sharing - reflections on site visits interesting 
stories that participants want to develop and portray on 
film  

Fri 11 Oct 2019, 0.5 day Workshop - Sharing - reflections on site visits 1 & 2, 
interesting stories that participants want to develop and 
portray on film  

Mon 14 Oct 2019, 1 day Young Research Visit: Lunt Roman Fort 

Tue 15 Oct 2019, 10am-2pm Research Visit: Coventry - Lunt Roman Fort 

Wed 16 Oct 2019, 0.5 day Workshop - Sharing - reflections on site visits 3 & 4, 
interesting stories that participants want to develop and 
portray on film  

Fri 18 Oct 2019, 1 day Workshop - Devising films - scripting, storyboarding and 
experimenting with different scenes  

Fri 18 Oct 2019, 1 day Workshop - Devising film 1 - scripting, storyboarding and 
experimenting with different scenes  

Wed 23 Oct 2019, 1 day Workshop - Devising films 3 & 4 - scripting, storyboarding 
and experimenting with different scenes 

Fri 25 Oct 2019, 0.5 day Workshop - Rehearsals - rehearsing scenes to be filmed  

Fri 1 Nov 2019, 10am-2pm Rehearsals 

Fri 1 Nov 2019 Rehearsals  

Wed 6 Nov 2019  Rehearsals  

Fri 8 Nov 2019, 10am-2pm Rehearsals  

Fri 8 Nov 2019 Rehearsals 

Sat 9 Nov 2019, 10am-5pm Filming Day 1 - Lunt Roman Fort, Coventry  

Wed 13 Nov 2019 Rehearsals  

Fri 15 Nov 2019, 10am-12:30pm Rehearsals  

Fri 15 Nov 2019, 1:30pm-
7:30pm 

Filming Day 2 - at Coffin Works  

Fri 15 Nov 2019 Rehearsals 

Tue 19 Nov 2019, 1 day Location Visit - Recce 2  

Wed 20 Nov 2019 Rehearsals  

Fri 22 Nov 2019, 10am-2pm Rehearsals  

Fri 22 Nov 2019 Rehearsals 

Tue 26 Nov 2019 Filming Day 3 at Black Country Living Museum  
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Wed 27 Nov 2019 Debrief session 1  

Thu 28 Nov 2019 Location Visit - Recce - Aston Hall, Birmingham 

Fri 29 Nov 2019 Filming Day 4 - Aston Hall, Birmingham 

Wed 4 Dec 2019 Debrief session 1  

Fri 6 Dec 2019, 10am-2pm Debrief session 2  

Fri 6 Dec 2019 Debrief session 3  

Fri 13 Dec 2019, 10am-2pm Planning Celebration Event 

Fri 24 Jan 2020, 6pm Celebration Event / Launch  

27 Jan-7 Feb 2020 Devising and trialling legacy workshops + 2 Friday Group 
Whodunnits! screening and reflections sessions. 

10 Feb-16 Mar 2020 Legacy workshops in 5 schools 

17 Mar-30 Jun 2020 Writing up reports, evaluation and data gathering, staying 
in touch with participants on Zoom due to lockdown. 
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Appendix 2: Celebration Event audience feedback 

Event took place on 24 January 2020 at Highbury Hall.  102 attendees.  43 response 
cards submitted 

 

What have you enjoyed about the 
Whodunnits project 

What do you value about the Whodunnits 
project 

All the different settings that the murders 
took place at. 

The acting skills.  Brilliant facial expressions. 

All the encouragement and support that I 
needed along the way 

By just going out there, using my initiative 
and keeping it real 

Amazing combination of heritage, digital 
and fun! Really amazing production quality, 
acting and a genius idea.  Well done all.  Top 
notch xx 

So original as an idea and executed 
brilliantly.  Really showed the skill of the 
performers – absolutely brilliant acting! 

Being a part of the project and seeing the 
ideas develop 

The way it celebrates young actors locally 

Each film was spectacular in their own way, 
personally I enjoyed the Roman Britain 
[film]. 

Friendship, teamwork and living the 
experience 

Everyone was good and It was enjoyable The actor was really good 

Everything! Friends, making new ones. 

Excellent idea involving museums, local 
children/actors and filmmakers 

Involving young people in acting, 
filmmaking/producing using local historical 
sites. Giving them the opportunity to 
explore their talents to create wonderful 
films. 

Fabulous acting! Loved every minute. Giving young people the opportunity to 
express themselves so amazingly through 
the arts. 

Fantastic to see BCLM site inspiring this film 
and used in this way.  Look out Peaky 
Blinders! 

It’s been great to see heritage embraced in 
this way and we too have learnt a lot about 
our audience.  Hopefully, we can work 
together in future. 

Great fun from start to finish  

I enjoyed all of it.  
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What have you enjoyed about the 
Whodunnits project 

What do you value about the Whodunnits 
project 

I enjoyed seeing all the participants in their 
element and enjoying themselves. I enjoyed 
this project with YPwLD.  I am looking 
forward to more productions 

I value that the productions by YPwLD are 
amazing! Keep it up guys! 

I enjoyed the performances throughout the 
films. 

I love this evening. It is a great way to 
showcase the hard work and talent of the 
performers 

I have loved it all. My son xxx has had the 
best time. I hope he works with you all again 
soon. 

It has made my son more confident. I thank 
you all so much. He’s loved it. [heart] 

I like that there was 4 different films (short) 
with different scenarios 

Allows up and coming actors and film 
makers to experience professional film-
making 

I like that there was 4 different films (short) 
with different scenarios 

That my son has enjoyed it and had fun 

I loved the different settings in the short 
films 

 

I really enjoy getting to be in on my first film 
premiere and there are more to come in the 
future 

Yes, I do because I was blessed to be on all 
of the four films in first premiere 
appearance experience 

It is amazing to see YPwLD completely be 
themselves and have the opportunity to 
showcase their talents. 

What the project brings to the young people 
in terms of self-esteem, confidence and 
allowing them to find their way and 
showcase their talents. 

It was funny. I enjoyed working on it  

Loved the expression and humour of the 
actors. 

The fun they are having is so infectious! 

Meeting people and seeing what a great 
experience it has been 

 

My first scene when I was going for a wee 
[Lunt Roman Fort film] 

 

Playful and really good fun despite the grisly 
stories. Great production and performances 
– all in distinct OTC style 

The way they animate dead and remote 
spaces and give a look into what might have 
happened. 
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What have you enjoyed about the 
Whodunnits project 

What do you value about the Whodunnits 
project 

Really great fun was clearly had by all.  It 
looked to so professionally done. 

The real opportunity it gives to everyone 
involved. 

Seeing my son get involved in something 
very different for him. 

Decent photos of my son! Giving him the 
chance to go lots of different places. 

The confidence in the room at the launch 
from the young people.  The joy in the 
photos. 

 

The confidence in the room at the launch 
from the young people.  The joy in the 
photos. 

The fact that you can have fun at heritage 
sites – such a creative backdrop 

The creativity on storylines, suspects, 
weapons and physicality! 

The people! 

The energy of the young people and OTC – 
wonderful to see such enthusiasm for the 
project. The film showing has been great 
fun. 

The professionalism of the team and the 
quality of the coordination and production. 
Every little bit has been thought of.  Well 
done! 

The energy, the humour and the talent of 
the young people.  What a great team! 
Actors and filmmakers! 

Getting young people involved in heritage 
and showing that old places aren’t boring. 
Well done! 

The energy, the humour and the talent of 
the young people.  What a great team! 
Actors and filmmakers! 

 

The films and the fact that we get to pick 
the killer. Fun that it’s a bit more interactive 

The hard work, effort and time put into the 
project 

The films are fantastic. Well done to all 
involved, particularly the young people. 

 

The films are fantastic. Well done to all 
involved, particularly the young people. 

The innovative and creative way the 
heritage has been engaged with and the 
way in which it has involved the young 
people. 

The great talent and people.  Pleasure to 
have worked with everyone. 

The humour and fun. 

The humour / expressive physical nature 
was fantastic. Quality of film. Wonderful! 

The quality of the work speaks volumes.  
Loved it. 
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What have you enjoyed about the 
Whodunnits project 

What do you value about the Whodunnits 
project 

The humour is brilliant and the settings. Opportunities! 

The humour, the enthusiasm of the actors, 
film makers and everyone involved. 

The opportunity for people to participate in 
an activity that would not obviously be 
available to them. 

The moment xxxx spoiled one of the films 
but then again it was the banter between all 
of us that came with this great journey. 

Shooting at real historic locations for the 
very 1st time. 

The places we visited.  

Very funny, well made and thought through. 
Wonderful use of the heritage sites. Great 
music. 

Wonderful project, Enjoyed and admired 
great films and screening 

Very funny.  Good facial expression. 
Enjoyment. 

Good to see young people getting involved 
in something positive. 

Very funny.  I like old buildings.  Heritage.  Yong people. Photos. Making film. 
Director. 

 

 


